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El acuerdo de Visa y FACEIT para apoyar los Esports
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greement that Visa has made with FACEIT allows electronic sports to reach the Russian market by
n its players.
one of the largest competitive platforms for gamers; it currently has more than 15 million users.
tform you can nd both tournaments and leagues accessible to all players, in addition to playing
etween them.

amers to enter different groups and, after playing tournaments and competitions , they advance
teams. Thanks to its system that allows to measure the level of the players, users can play matches
ople of the same level and access the prizes.
y has a rankings and competitions system for CS: GO, PUBG, DOTA2, League of Legends, WOT
Stars games .
er hand, Visa Inc., a multinational nancial services company that is the world leader in digital
has been interested in the Esports sector for some time.

Publicidad

statement, the Head of Strategic Alliances of Visa Evgeniy Zelenyi , commented on the growth that
s sector has had in recent years. Where forecasts announce continued growth for 2020, the
players will increase to 500 million. These reasons cause the multinational to begin to enter the
sports sector and that its knowledge can help with electronic transfers that apply to multiple areas
or.
boration will initially launch on the Russian market and will focus on creating online programs to
ayers' skills .
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isto , CEO and co-founder of the company FACEIT, announced in a statement the enthusiasm of the
or this new collaboration achieved. Being a brand as recognized as Visa, they will be able to add
e to this new project . He also highlighted the importance of large companies starting to support
s sector, allowing it to continue developing and constantly growing .
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